4.ICWW International Online
Artistic Cycling Cup
On behalf of the many requests and the large interests we will held the
4. ICWW Artistic Cycling Online Cup
 All sportsmen will ride in their training gym. We are connecting the several gyms and broadcast a public
livestream from the gym’s to Facebook-Live.
 The jury is using an electronic judging system and all judging-computers are connected via internet. The
commissaires evaluate the performances by watching the livestream at their home.
 To avoid connecting multiple times into the same gym, all riders of a club or region are competing directly after
each other.
 Because the commissaires are not on site in each gym and the evaluation will be done online via livestream, this is
not an official competition according to the UCI-/UEC regulations.
 We will provide the evaluation sheet after the competition via e-mail.
date

February the 21st, 2021, start at about 10 am (CET, Berlin) priority for countries outside Europe.

disciplines

Single, Pair, ACT4 and ACT6 artistic cycling and unicycling (for age-groups please have a look
to the factors in the attachment)
Competitors outside Europe will be preferred

Commissars

Commissärs requests are welcome

conditions of
participation

The following material are required:
 Access to a gym at the day of the competition. Here you must comply with all rules and health
protective measures applied by the authorities.
 Skype-Account and internet connection in the gym. We want to test the skype video in advance
of the competition, so all participants have similar conditions.
 Our Skype-ID: live:.cid.83326448205be3bd
 Competition surface according UCI regulations (at least 9m x 11m)
 Equipment for video recording: VCR, smartphone or similar. The camera must cover the entire
surface. Position of the camera: in the middle of the long or short side of the surface, at a height
of about 150 cm.
 A person who operates the camera and passes on the start release given by the commissaires.
There is no claim for a start. For example, technical difficulties in video transferring or online judging may
cause that participants not be part of the final score. In case of technical difficulties, we will try to give these
participants a second chance.

application

Only via e-mail (deadline Feb. 14th, 2021) to kunstradMike@gmx,de format of evaluation sheet:
 WeBo
 Excel can be used by http://www.hk-icycling.net/download/evaluation-sheet2020b.xlsx + PDF
 Kuras + PDF
Please submit the time period in which you can start.

fee

Entrance fee € 5,-- per competitor. Members of ICWW get a discount of 50%.
Pay to our Bank account IBAN DE24 5509 1200 0029 1838 05, until Feb. 17th 2021
You/your club must pay the fee for internet, gym etc.

Rolf Halter
Chairman ICWW
support@indoorcyclingworldwide.com

Mike Lauterbach
Klein-Winternheim/GER
kunstradMike@gmx.de

Please notice:
The livestream will be broadcasted to Facebook Live. By applying you agree to Privacy policy / Terms of use of Skype and Facebook.
The Privacy policy for the electronic judging system you can find here: wjb.hallenrad.de/kunstrad/impressum.php#Datenschutz and
http://webo.hallenrad.de/impressum.php#Datenschutz (German only).
The participation at the competition occurs completely at one's own risk. Equally, there is no liability for breaches against regulations etc.

Factors
More information you can find here: wjb.hallenrad.de (German only)
Resulting point score will be multiplied with factors. To achieve equal chances for all disciplines the following
multiplication factors are used:
Age groupe
Disciplin

Elite
male

Elite
female

U19
male

U19
female

single

1,00

1,10

1,12

1,17

pair

1,27

1,29

1,32

1,59

2,43

2,26

ACT4

0,98

0,91

1,15

1,04

1,48

1,46

ACT6
ACT4
unicycling
ACT6
unicycling

1,17
1,56

1,62

Pupils female

U15:

U13:

U11:

U15:

U13:

U11:

1,50

2,00

2,31

1,54

1,85

2,43

1,21
1,52

1,57

Pupils male

1,57
1,50

1,60

Mixed-gender teams have to start in the corresponding male discipline.

1,62

1,63
1,65

